AIPL 2020 REPORT
“Research shows that structured physical activities and sports can be an ideal laboratory for
developing mental skills, behavioral skills and physical conditioning.” With this vision, every
year AIMT witnesses many sporting events.
This year too, AIMT witnessed another edition of most awaited pulsating sporting event “
ARMY INSTITUE PREMIER LEAGUE 2020 (AIPL-2020).”
After successful auction of players, total 5 teams (i.e. 4 teams of AIMT and 1 team of AIE)
participated in this week long tournament.

The opening match was played on 19th January 2020, between two strong contender, Bleed
Black and The Mavericks. Rahul Yadav and Rajat Pratap Singh Tomar were leading the teams
respectively. The Mavericks easily won the match by 10 wickets in hand. Rajat Sharma was the
man of the match by scoring 57 runs and taking 1 wicket.
The second match was between Bleed Black and AIMT Smashers. Rahul Yadav and Rohit Rana
were leading the teams respectively. The Bleed Black easily beat the opponent by 51 runs where
they were defending the huge target of 118 runs. Rahul Yadav was the man of the match by
scoring 48 runs.
The third match was between White Walkers and The Mavericks. The Mavericks won the match
by 13 runs, where Nitin Yadav was the man of the match by scoring 38 runs and taking 1
wickets.
As the tournament moving to its destination, many ups and downs were going in the points table.
It was hard to predict about the top 4 teams for the semis till the last match of the league round.
Fortunately all the 4 teams of AIMT were in the semi final.

The final match was played on 27th January 2020, between the points table leader, The Maverick
led by Rajat Pratap Singh Tomar and AIMT Smashers led by Rohit Rana. It was very tight match
between these two giant teams. In the end, The Mavericks won the final match and lift the AIPL
trophy. AIMT Smashers were awesome in the match as every players put their effort till last
bowl delivered. Nitin Yadav was the man of the match for his outstanding batting performance in
critical condition.

Nitin Kumar Yadav of The Mavericks was declared as Man of the Tournament and Best
Batsman for his excellent all round performance in the tournament. Abhishek Kushwaha of
White Walkers was the Best Bowler of the tournament as he was the leading wicket taker of the
tournament. Deepak Joshi of AIMT Smashers was nominated for Best Fielder Award for his
excellent wicket keeping.

